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ABSTRACT: 

The interaction proved to be very informative and helpful for all students. The 
speakers spoke about CAT, covering almost all the details related. They spoke about the 
very reason to take up CAT and also about the way to go about preparing for the same. All 
the DO’s and DON’T’s were talked about. The material to study, the books to follow, the 
groups to be in, everything had been discussed. They emphasised on preparing for CAT 
while on campus, for a more organised and efficient preparation. They also spoke about the 
IIMs and their preferences. The talk concluded with an interactive question answer session. 
 
LECTURE SUMMARY: 

The talk started with the speakers introducing themselves, followed by an interactive 
question- answer session. Starting from “Why CAT?”, the speakers did a great job in 
clarifying all the doubts the audience had.CAT should preferably be written in the fourth 
year-first semester, for single degree students and in the fifth year- first semester, for 
dualites. They also spoke about the difference between GMAT and CAT. The pattern of 
GMAT is different from that of CAT. Unlike CAT, in GMAT one doesn’t get the liberty to 
choose the questions to attempt, also the verbal section of GMAT is comparatively tougher 
than that of CAT and GMAT follows adaptive learning. When asked about the materials to 
go through and the books to follow, two of the speakers’ recommended TIME material, 
while the other two speakers preferred career launchers.  

Arun Sharma’s book on aptitude is a must. Online resources like mock tests on 
career launchers, Facebook study groups and blogs like Gbkafunda help in preparing the 
smart way. For the interview and group discussion, good knowledge on current affairs and 
guidance from mentors will suffice. For the reading comprehension part, reading editorials 
of HINDU regularly will help. AIMCATS is comparatively tougher than CAT exam, but it is a 
good practice for those attempting CAT. They stressed on the importance of CGPA, as it 
contributes to a major chunk of the evaluation.  

This one of a kind talk ended on a high note with an interactive doubt clearing 
session, all thanks to the speakers! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


